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Cheat Happens Please wait... Write a Post >>> Comment >>> Spam >>> #1 Posted by, 23 Feb
2019 - 11:18 AM The company boasts on its site about the benefits of its cutlery, calling it "more

durable, sharper and sturdier." If the Brontosaurus Brontosaw survived so long, why has their
lifespan in the real world become just a few decades? These beasts were once fearsome, but now

they're near extinct, thanks to their own appetite for meat eating and the hunters trying to cut them
down.Q: C#: Need help with a simple Winforms application error I am developing a small app with

some modal dialog boxes which will be shown from forms. In a single form I have a tab control, with
controls in each tab. the tab control is visible by default. There are a bunch of button which are
hidden by default, they can be shown with the Show() method or by clicking them. When the

application starts and the main tab is active, everything works fine and the buttons are not visible.
When you click on another tab and switch back to the main tab, the button are still not shown. How
can I solve this? The button code in the main form private void showButton(string text, TabControl

tabControl) { button1.Visible = true; button2.Visible = true; button3.Visible = true; button4.Visible =
true; button5.Visible = true; button6.Visible = true; button7.Visible = true; button8.Visible = true;
button9.Visible = true; button10.Visible = true; button11.Visible = true; button12.Visible = true;
button13.Visible = true; button14.Visible = true; button15.Visible = true; button16.Visible = true;

button17.Visible = true; button18.Visible = true;
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